INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) utilize hydrogen produced by nuclear or renewable power to split water molecules as a zero-emission option being prohibitively expensive. Batteries have become a crucial challenge for electric powered transportation. Electrolysis produces hydrogen from water rather than gasification of coal and thermo catalytic decomposition (cracking) of methane or hydrocarbons inspite of being an energy-intensive way. Oxy-hydrogen gases will combust when brought to its auto-ignition or self-ignition temperature. Hydrogen has been blended by a deployment of a hydrogen cell into a two wheeler, leads to the production of hydrogen from distilled water and blending it with the air-fuel mixture through the carburettor. Variations in performance and emission characteristics due to the deployment of the cell have been investigated.
After deployment of HHO booster to the two wheeler tests like mileage test, performance test (brake test) &exhaust gas analysis have been investigated. For a stoichiometric mixture at normal atmospheric pressure, autoignition of oxyhydrogen gas occurs at about 570 0 C (1065 0 F). Oxygen &hydrogen gas can be produced by t electrolysis process of different electrolytes like (KOH) (aq), NaOH(aq), NaCl with different electrode designs in a leakproof plexi glass reactor fueled as a supplementary fuel in SI and CI Engines. Oxygen &hydrogen exhibits brown color in the form of unseparated hydrogen,oxygen generated by the electrolysis process of water. Measurable CO and HC emissions originating from fuel cells fall below the emissions from hydrocarbon-fuelled engines which can be reduced to almost zero with conventional catalysts [V] . Hydrogen conversion kits effectively turn the vehicle into a Hydrogen Hybrid by producing and injecting hydroxy gas (HHO) into the vehicle's air intake system. The entire system uses enginevacuum pressure to suck in more oxyhydrogen gas as the engine speed increases. A water container and electrolyte are placed a inside vehicle to fill it with distilled water. A device gets electricity from the vehicle battery and produces oxyhydrogen gas which is supplied to the engine's intake manifold. Device connects to vehicle battery through ignition switch or other "power on only" input, to prevent oxy-hydrogen gas production when the engine is off.
Oxy-hydrogen gas generated from electrolysis is sucked into the engine's air intake system as shown in Figure 2 . The Device by-passes any complication by simply connecting the negative wire to the battery and positive wire to a ignition switch or fuel pump. This ensures that HHO Generator will not activate unless the vehicle is turned on. The entire system is also fully protected by an inline 30 Amp fuse, which will blow to prevent damage to HHO cell.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
Total Fuel Consumption (TFC) was raised with brake power without booster, but comparatively reduced by implementation of booster @ 7-15%. Variablites consistently was increased over Brake power &more pronounced at higher brake power, hence HHO implementation improved the TFC characteristics as shown in Figure 6 . Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) was reduced over increase in brake power which was consistent at all loads.
Variation was between 7-12%. Hence HHO blending improved SFC characteristics at higher brake power as shown in Variation was between 5-12%. Brake thermal efficiency gradually increased at higher loads as shown in Figure 10 . Change in mileage was observed maximum at around 4000 RPM, which was consistent with the CBZ XTREME optimum mileage as specified by the OEM (HERO HONDA). An increase between 8-15% of mileage which reflected a clear picture about the decrease in consumption of fuel as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18 .
CONCLUSIONS

With installation of HHObooster
• Mechanical efficiency remained unchanged, but brake thermal efficiency, indicated thermal efficiency, fuel efficiency and mileage was increased considerably.
• NO X -CO 2 emissions were lowered reasonably.
• A/F ratio decreases over increase in Brake power without booster, but an overall increase of 5-10% was observed with booster implementation which is a sign of reduction in fuel consumption and increase in thermal efficiency.
FUTURE SCOPE
• Implementation of Fuzzy Logic Controller for load variation to fuel cell can be implemented. The chemical activity of fuel cell can also be considered as the other controllable parameter by the Fuzzy Logic Controller.
• Fuel Cell technology is extensible for large scale and small scale standalone systems. Digital controllers for Shunt active power filter, hysteresis current controller using field programmable gate array can be designed as an integral part of standalone modules of fuel cells so as to develop automated fuel cell.
• In future when cost falls down due to development, it can be modeled for use in any size of irrigation system with adequate suction heads.
Electric energy generation from natural gasboth with simple fuel cell plants &integrated gas turbine/steam turbine-fuel cell systems will come up in future. High temperature exhaust gas from Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) can be Booster on the Performance of a Two Wheeler www.tjprc.org editor@tjprc.org utilized in other cycles, i.e. Rankine, Brayton for additional power generation or for heating purpose (cogeneration/trigeneration)as the consumption of fuel reduces and mileage increase results in lower costs.
